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For your own safety

1 For your own safety
Read the installation instructions!
Before you start please read the complete installation instructions and make sure you
understand what to do. You work on your own responsibility and I assume no liability for damage
to the device or personal injury!

DANGER
Dangerous electrical voltage!
● First switch off your pinball machine and unplug the power cord from the power supply.

ATTENTION
Possible danger to the pinball machine!
Scratches or glass breakage
● Remove the playfield glass and keep it at a safe place.

1.1
1.1.1

Scope of supply and recommended tools
What's in the box
What's in the box
Installation Instructions by download or e-mail
Main apron, assembled*
Cabinet harness
Playfield harness
Strobe controller
Extra set of original Xeno acrylics
Tab. 1: What's in the box

*If you ordered a motion tracker with your kit, I've already installed it – you'll need to plug it in to
playfield. If you ordered a spare, it will be separately wrapped in the box.
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1.1.2

Bag containing
Bag containing
Amount

Part

1

Trigger switch bracket

1

Tongue safety replacement washer

2

M3 flathead front apron screws/ black zinc

2

10-32 x ¾" rear apron screws/ silver oxide

2

Custom rear apron spacer washers/ black zinc

1

4-40 x 3/8" panhead screw for mounting trigger indicator light bracket/ black zinc

4

8" mounting wire-ties/ black

10

4" wire-ties for lacing/ black

1

Remote control for acrylic lights with battery separate

2

Lacing ladder bars (different bases)

2

Strobe cannons

1

Power supply to harness interface cable

1

¾" loom hook

1

Mini allen wrench

1

¼" hex head #6 short screw

2

2-56x7/16" screws

Pair

Apron cards

Tab. 2: Bag containing

1.1.3

Recommended tools
Recommended tools
#1, #2, and micro Phillips head screwdriver
¼” Sharp drill bit with drill (don’t be worried)
¼” nutdriver
11/32” nutdriver
Flush cut snips to trim the wireties
Ruler
Tab. 3: Recommended tools
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2 Installation instructions
2.1

Installation steps (in order)
●
●
●

Power off and UNPLUG the machine.
Take the glass magazine off and set aside in a safe place.
Remove all the 6 balls.

ATTENTION
Possible danger to the pinball machine!
Damage of breakage and scratches
● Have appropriate guard (clean microfiber, foam, whatever) at the top of the backbox to
prevent the ramps from hitting the acrylic as you raise the playfield.
● This is important, as you will probably go “up and down” a few times

●

●
●
●

Patience and time, with possibly a camera to take some pics as you go. This is truly a very
easy install and doesn’t involve any game electronics except the main power supply. A camera
is always a good idea as you might accidentally unplug something while under the hood. There
are only 2 areas where extreme attention is required, and even then, difficult to mess it up.
Remove the existing apron – only attached with 2 screws on the front. Set aside for memories.
You will not need either of these for the new kit.
Install the power supply adapter cable.
See pics. Very easy, just be certain to observe polarity.
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2.1.1

Installing the cabinet harness with strobe controller
●

Reference the bench picture of what goes where, then look at the installed picture in my game.

1
9

2

3
4
8
7

6
5

Fig. 1: Overview cabinet harness
Legend
1 Original ALIEN power supply
2 Power adapter cable
(Note polarity)
3 Harness power plug connect to adapter cable
4 Strobe controller – connect these together

6 Connect these color coded plugs to the strobe controller
7 "Weapon" Interface connection – disconnect if undesired
8 Weapon button interface – observe polarity, simply
unplug connection from switch insert
9 Cabinet harness to playfield harness connections (will
lay in the bottom left of the cabinet)

5 Strobe connectors (color coded)

8
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●

Make sure to leave enough slack to allow the controller to sit as positioned in the picture (clean
the wood with some alcohol before sticking the Velcro down…I’d test fit it first). Remember, the
auto loom is your friend!!! It can slide a bit if needed, and keeps things very tidy.

ATTENTION
Possible danger to the pinball machine!
Damage of power board
● You will need to remove the plexi guard from above the main power board (4 screws) to get
the 12v feed to the adapter you just installed and put the harness under as it should be.
● This is not difficult, however, anytime that cover is removed, you must be extra careful to not
let anything touch/ lay on the board.
● Please take your time and just triple check everything when complete that nothing is on the
board before placing the cover back!

Cabinet harness

Strobe controller

Fig. 2: Installed strobe controller
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●

Wiring the trigger harness to the extra ball button is literally plug and play – unplug the
connectors from the switch, plug them into the harness, then plug the harness female spades
back onto the switch. There is enough cable to follow the existing wireway so nice and clean.

1

2

Fig. 3: Trigger harness
Legend
1 New connection to extra ball switch

2 Where to original switch location attach

Note
Why did I have that entire sub-harness separate in the build? I’m a purist. I’ve shipped it to you
plugged in, but if for some reason you simply don’t want the light blinking in the apron you can
disconnect it at the harness.

●

10

You have completed this step when everything in the front of the cabinet is plugged in, strobe
controller front is facing you, velcroid to the cab bottom in place, and the 15 pin Molex, along
with 2 pin is at the back left bottom of the cabinet. I provided a ¾” cabling hook to replace the
smaller existing one if you’d like, but not required.
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2.1.2

Installing the playfield harness

1
2
3

3

4

1
6

5

Fig. 4: Overview playfield harness
Legend
1 Backbox strobe cannon connectors
2 Trigger switch
3 Apron strobe connectors

●
●
●
●

4 Apron LED connectors
5 Trigger indicator
6 Molex connector to cabinet harness

Be certain to reference the bench and install pics.
Start from the front of the playfield and work your way to the back. Much easier as you’re only
navigating the 15 pin molex and backboard connections with switch.
Mentally plot your course (very easy) to plan where you will navigate to avoid any existing
wiring.
Refer to my pics and note where I located the 2 ladder lacing bars. You’ll note that one of yours
is ground thinner at the base and colored for ID. It worked very nicely with an existing
screw/ nut on the playfield. The other one is a new location under the playfield and I simply
screwed it to the playfield with a short, #6 ¼” head screw which you have. These 2 positions
give you an absolutely clear, great place to secure the harness as well as the related USB
cables for the I/O boards (again, see the pics).

Fig. 5: Playfield harness beneath the apron
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Fig. 6: Playfield harness guided under the playfield
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Place ladder lacing bar here

Fig. 7: Playfield harness under the top section of the playfield
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Place ladder lacing bar here

Fig. 8: Playfield harness under the middle section of the playfield
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Fig. 9: Total view of playfield harness under the playfield

●

●
●

You will note that the harness breaks into 2 “smaller“ harnesses. One goes straight to the
bottom of the cabinet to mate with the cabinet harness, and the other has the strobe cannon
connections as well as trigger switch.
Referring to the picture, you will see how I secured the harness to the metal crossbar.
This is my recommended way to get the harness to the back of the playfield properly. When
complete, you will have a grouping of cables on top of the apron area (ref picture), both 15 pin
molex connectors relatively close to each other at the bottom left of the cabinet, and a small
bundle of cables ready to head to the backboard. Leave them coiled safely for a bit
(eat some lunch or something) as we move to the strobe cannon, trigger switch installation.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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Fig. 10: Playfield harness secured to metal crossbar
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2.2
2.2.1

Backboard strobe cannon and trigger switch installation
Backbox strobe cannons
●
●
●

Remove the 2 top edge screws holding the top plastic edge channel. These will not be reused.
Take 2 of the supplied 8” mounting wire ties.
Create a large loop in each and attach each one with provided #6 -3/4” screw.

Fig. 11: Wire ties for strobe cannons

Note
These are going into wood so snug is more than adequate. DO NOT crank down on these
(or any) of the screws when tightening. Be certain the loops are facing inward and they are
oriented correctly first before snugging the screws).

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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●

●

Take each strobe cannon, slide cable through the front of the wire-tie, pushing the rubber
housing snug to the backboard. Make sure the Xenon bulb (a “U” shape) is oriented
horizontally (parallel to the playfield).
Double check your alignment, then cinch each wire-tie to the reinforced cable. Cut the excess
off with flush cut snips.

Fig. 12: Installed strobe cannons

Notes about the cannons
This mounting method is quite simple and very effective. The nylon tie holds the reinforced
rubber nicely and there is really no need for anything else to secure.
The cannon is Lexan so cannot be broken with a ball strike. The actual bulb however, is glass.
Be VERY careful when cleaning any dust that you might see in there.
DO NOT touch the glass with your fingers. The average lifecycle on these bulbs is approx.
8 million (yes million) flashes. You should be good for about 20 years, lol.
The Lexan tube is attached to the rubber housing with marine grade heat-shrink. It will not be
coming apart.
Some of the tubes did not sit exactly square in the rubber (Chinese manufacturer) so they might
appear not quite centered within the tube. This is of zero worry, as they don’t get hot and not
readily visible (except when flashing, in which case you won’t be able to look directly at them).

18
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Fig. 13: Playfield harness connected to strobe lights and trigger switch
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2.2.2

Trigger switch
There are only 3 elements of this total installation that require absolute attention and taking your time
or things don’t work or fit correctly. These are 2 of the 3 of them:
●

●

Unscrew the Phillips screw at the backend of the tongue,
remove the washer, and replace with the provided #6
washer with a flat on one side.
Tighten the screw back ensuring the flat side of the
washer is facing the switch side. This is very important in
order for the trigger switch actuator (flat metal arm) can
easily slide over it.

Fig. 14: Replaced washer

●

Attach the trigger switch (already soldered to the
harness) to the bracket with the provided 2-56x7/16
screws. As with all assemblies which are held in place
with more than one screw, it’s easiest to start both, then
tighten (not overtighten) together.

Fig. 15: Preinstalled trigger switch bracket

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
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Now is a good time to sort your bundle of cables left from mounting the playfield harness. It will
be very apparent that 1 strobe connection is loger than the other, and the trigger switch is close
in length to the long one. Make sure there are no tangles in any of the cables, as you will lace
them separately.
Remove the screw closest to the left side of the Xenomorph head when looking at it from the
front. Save the screw as it will be reinserted.
Look at the switch and bracket assembly and compare with the picture. You will note the switch
orients nicely to the backboard with the microfoam resting against the backboard and the hole
on top of the bracket aligns with the hole you just removed the screw from. The hole in the
bracket is larger…this is by design.
Be certain the tongue is fully retracted
Slide the bracket lip under the plastic trim and position the entire mechanism so it is close
enough to the tongue that the switch is engaged (closed physically). Not squished up to it, but
enough to be able to activate.
Replace the screw through the plastic trim, bracket, then into the wood just tight enough to
allow alignment. Not too snug just yet.
With the game in current state, you can open the jaw, and freely move the tongue in and out of
the head. Slide the tongue out, then back in at least 6 times to see if the end of the switch is
positioned correctly. It MUST ride close to the middle of the flat side. Too low, it hits the gear
teeth,.too high, it goes above the tongue.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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●

●

The bracket has a very slight (approx.1 degree) bend, and the foam with larger screw hole will
allow you to perfectly align the switch. Once you achieve perfect alignment, snug the screw.
The width of the bracket, along with screw/ foam combination will hold the switch in the proper
position indefinitely. After you’ve tightened the screw, check it again.
Take you time with this step!!!! The effect will not work unless this switch is aligned properly.

WARNING
Troubleshooting!
If despite your best efforts you cannot get the switch edge to ride on the tongue correctly
(highly unlikely but possible) you may have to bend the switch bracket down slightly to get
everything right.
● DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS WHILE THE BRACKET IS ATTACHED TO THE WOOD!
● Please contact me directly if you run into this and we can discuss (along with pictures).

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Once everything is complete, the mech is extremely reliable (mine has been running going on 5
months now, cycling daily, without a single failure.
Finish the lacing:
Now that everything is attached, lace the trigger switch wires over the top of the servo driver
standoffs, heading to the left side of the cabinet.
Connect the strobe cannons to the harness, and lace, heading left as well. Make sure the farright strobe wire is laced in a way to not get near the tongue.
I found bringing everything over to the left in 2 groups – switch wires high, then strobe wires
low, meeting at the main harness, worked very well.
Choose whatever is your normal method.
You should now have all the slack from both harnesses at the lower back of the cabinet.

ATTENTION
Possible danger to the pinball machine!
Damage of harness or connector
● Don't pull the cable.
● Only pull at the connectors.

●
●

Plug the 15 pin and 2 pin Molex connectors together tightly and organize.
You are done with the majority of electrics and 2 of the 3 most important steps!!!!
Very close to completion. On to the apron, and testing, enjoying this mod!!!

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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2.3

Installing the apron
●

First, refer to pic of wiring layout in apron location and be certain everything is where it needs to
be up there. You should have plenty of slack. Note the pic where I tied that portion off briefly
with a wire-tie to keep things in order.

Note
I mentioned earlier there were 3 critical steps in the entire process, and you have already
completed 2 of them. This is not difficult at all (possibly 15 minutes of time) but you must be
prepare the area and proceed with care.

●
●

●

●

●

●
●
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Make sure the playfield is lifted and sitting on the service rails, away from the game by roughly
12” (the first stop in the rail guide)
Place a single cloth completely over the apron area, tucking it tight to the playfield hangers,
then extending towards the game at least 12”. Be certain it is not too big, or stuck with a lot of
tape, as you will want to remove it cleanly after the hanger holes are drilled. This is just a
recommended way to guard against any metal shavings from reaching the playfield or inside
the game. I prefer cloth to plastic, but this choice is yours.
Once you are confident the surrounding area is ready,
note the picture with scaled ruler next to it. There is a
line towards the bottom of the brackets.
Measure exactly 1.5” (38,1 mm) up from that line. That
will be the center of your ¼” hole to be drilled in the
bracket.
Once you have measured, marked the location, take one
of the custom apron spacers and center it on the
bracket. Trace the inner circle onto the bracket with a
pencil and see if everything lines up. When you drill the
hole, it will be slightly larger than the washer hole – a
good thing.

Fig. 16: Drilled brackets

Use a nice, sharp ¼” metal drill bit and drill the hole. The bracket metal is not hardened, and it
will drill quickly. Take your time, be certain the drill is square with the bracket.
Repeat process on the other side. Deburr any loose metal shards, a light file if you’d like, then
simply remove the cloth w all the shavings, taking immediately away from the game. That’s it.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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Note
The holes shown in my pics work fine, but I will be cleaning them up a bit.
The screws provided are 10-32 x ¾” with a pan head, so the holes will be covered anyway.
Those of you that are skilled at this may want to do tapered holes and use a flat head screw. I
did not include these as I wanted this part to be as straightforward as possible.
What is the risk factor of hitting something else while drilling these? I’d say zero, unless you
don’t keep the drill centered. It’s a long way away from the playfield or other objects.
What if I drill the hole too big or out of place? The hole can be drilled slightly larger or a bit high
or low, but it’s best to be as accurate as possible.
What if I don’t want to drill these holes? Will it still work? In theory, yes. It will simply be held in
place with the 2, small front apron screws. Not my choice, but if it terrifies you, I would say it still
works. Just not tight and snug as it should be.
This does not affect the playfield at all, and should have been done to start with (I guess with
plastic it didn’t matter that much.

●
●
●
●

Now with the holes drilled and the “dirty” cloth removed, inspect for any possible sign of metal
that may have escaped you.
Place a different, clean cloth over the apron area.
Take the new apron, lay it carefully on the cloth, and plug in the connectors as shown.
The 4-40 x 3/8” screw is a particular nuisance as it’s
small, and a mini Phillips head screwdriver with patience
will be required. I included a Comet 8 SMD straight firing
bulb (standard 89 bayonet socket). It’s very effective
without shooting up and blinding you (that’s the strobes
job). Feel free to change that to any style, color you like
(remembering it’s 12v).

Fig. 17: Micro screwdriver for attachment

●

I would not lace anything under the apron beyond where I attached the acrylic mini harness.
Plenty of room under there.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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●

Now flip the apron over and put in place. Pay special attention to the shooter lane ball rest. It is
designed to slide just behind the wood for a nice, snug fit (side benefit of perfectly launched
balls).

Fig. 18: Installed apron

●

Don’t force it down. If it doesn’t seem to lineup it’s probably because the shooter lane ball rest
is not behind the wood.

●

With the apron now positioned properly, insert the 2 front
M3 flathead screws first, Then install the 2 rear 10/32 x
7/16 screws, remembering to put the custom washers in
between the hanger bracket and the apron.
Only capture the screws by a couple threads, as what
was stated prior – a single assembly held with multiple
screws need to be tightened together.

●

Fig. 19: Custom washer

●

●
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Once all 4 screws are in place, tighten the front 2 M3
screws to snug. Don’t overtighten as that metal in ball
drain is thin.
After this is done, proceed to tighten the rear screws,
keeping the fat side of the spacer washer straight up.
This is important as the apron has a 7 degree inwards
pitch. The washers keep the hangers in proper alignment
to hang on the cabinet properly. Tighten these snug now,
and there will be no reason to go back and retighten the
front ones.

Fig. 20: Tighten rear screws
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Note
The front holes for the M3 screws have a very subtle oblong shape and taper. This is by design.
I want to build in a bit of “wiggle room”, but not too much.

–

–

You’re done!!!! Time to fire this thing up and test it, but
only after reading the “Strobe controller“ and “Startup“
section.
See…not so bad. Probably took me longer to type all of
this and take pictures than it did for you to install it.

Fig. 21: Mounted apron

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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3 Strobe controller

1

2

3

Fig. 22: Strobe controller
Legend
1 Switch ON/ OFF
Leave in ON position unless strobe effect is not desired
2 Functions
Strobe toggle function is not used in this application and
bypassed internally

3.1

Discussion on the strobe controller
–
–

–
–

–

26

3 Regulator
Strobe rate is most effective on high speed

My intent with this design from the start was to have a true Xenon bulb strobe setup, with ALL
of the electronics isolated from the game’s.
Without too much electrical detail, these bulbs are fired via a capacitor discharge arcing
system. Very reliable, and still very much used today (though high power, LED versions are
steadily replacing them). This system is affordable, reliable, and fit the game theme perfectly.
The controller is not what it appears to be – there are 2 micro components inside which dictate
the strobe to fire, and for how long. These are custom built units.
The strobe effect occurs every time the tongue moves forward and triggers the circuit. The
effect has been set for an approx. length of 15 seconds, +/- 3 seconds. It is very effective, and
extremely reliable given the core unit itself is made in China.
If you have matched your colors at the controller, it will strobe in pairs, apron first, then
backboard.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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3.2

Some questions and thoughts
–
–

–

–

Can I have the backboard pair fire first?
YES. Simply swap the purple and red pairs at the controller.
Can I adjust the rate of effect?
YES. Simply turn the knob counterclockwise to slow it down. That has it’s own unique feel to it.
I prefer it turned all the way clockwise, as the effect is most powerful.
Can I adjust the type of effect?
NO. The unit itself has 4 presets but was specifically designed to default back to original state
after power cycling the game. Why? – The one chosen is very effective, and I didn’t want too
much variance, causing things to get out of whack. In theory you could enable this feature with
more circuitry – I chose not to. Diminished returns.
Can I adjust how long the effect lasts?
YES and NO. Each controller has a security seal and was thoroughly tested on the bench. If
you crack the seal and open it up, be forewarned – the timer mech is extremely sensitive and a
very small, micro potentiometer will need to be turned. Timing is extremely difficult, and best
done in real time (energized safely on a bench).

ATTENTION
Possible danger to the pinball machine!
Possible short circuit
● There is a risk for a healthy (non-lethal) shock from the discharging capacitors.
It will more than get your attention, and you could potentially short the entire unit out.
● It's strongly recommended not do try this, but it’s your toy.

–

Can I get replacement parts?
YES. This will be covered in the “Support” section.

MK6Pin's - Custom ALIEN Apron - ENG - Rev: 1.0
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4 Startup
Now that everything is installed, it’s time to fire it up:
● Please recheck all connections, lacing routes and methods, and raise/ lower the playfield a
couple of times to confirm nothing is pinching, rubbing on disconnected.
● Lift the playfield and lay on the safety rails so you can start.
● Be certain the Xeno tongue is fully back in retracted position (very important)
● Get a flashlight ready and plug the game back in.
● Find a nice spot to view the trigger switch at the tongue and energize the game (turn it on).
● You will have plenty of time to flip the switch, then go to the other side to watch the game boot
up.
● When the tongue goes out, you should see the strobes fire, but I want you to watch the trigger
switch. If everything was installed, adjusted properly, the tongue will retract, and the switch will
land nicely back on the side as it was to start. If not, the switch arm will either go above or
below the tongue on its return. Turn the game back off and readjust as described earlier. As
mentioned, this “mechanical” triggering method is extremely reliable, and once set properly will
give you 0 problems.
● Once you are confident everything is working, slide the playfield back into final position. The
hangers should hook nicely and your ready to go!!! If they don’t, confirm the custom spacer
washer is installed properly (fat side up).
● Put battery in the RF controller for the lightbox led strips. I set them all to a low, constant on,
but you can play around with the settings. Lots of different ones in there. It will save your last,
so you might want to see what’s available, changing based on your taste for that session. The
flickering effect is very cool…I couldn’t leave it on all the time, but fun on occasion.
● Glass on, check for any stray things you left behind, and enjoy!!!
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5 Support
In this final section I’ll cover some details/ questions you may have in regards to the entire kit.
About the apron itself
– This was a custom build project, so each apron will be unique in certain ways. The finish is a
black Zinc electroplate, like the process that is used to finish firearms metal. It is exceptionally
durable, yet extremely thin. This allows all the machine work to show in the finish, unlike
painting or powder-coating (another form of paint). The final “wash” was an oil-based solution,
so you may want to rub the metal only with a rag dampened with alcohol if you see and
fingerprints. Do not get it on the decals, acrylics, or medallion. I wiped down the key areas, so
you may not have to do anything.
– Fun fact – look closely at the claw marks and acid burned grate area. The process attached
differently in all of them, giving some an incredibly unique “burned” look. It really was the “raw”
look and feel that I wanted for the game.
– Like the finish, Lior’s medallion is also unique. They were hand sculpted, inspired from an
H.R. Giger piece, and no 2 are exactly alike. These were all hand cast and painted. The
original mold is in my possession and now broken in half. This means that while they could be
recreated to be very similar, they will never match these originals. They are exceptionally
durable, but I don’t recommend using any chemical to clean them. Always be careful when the
glass is off as if a stray screwdriver were to damage it, they cannot be removed or replaced.
– The acrylics – This was done with a special process of using an optical grade acrylic that was
etched and painted on the underside. This allows you to clean them if needed with a microfiber
cloth (but should not really get anything but dusty).
– If you choose to change them – Proceed with great care to ensure the replacement is seated
properly in the lightbox, the edge lit LED hasn’t been damaged, and the image is on the
underside, not the top. The alternates I sent were done only by etching (no paint) and slightly
thinner than the ones installed. Do not clean either etched surface with alcohol, or it will be
destroyed.
– The edge lighting LED strip is ¼” wide and cool blue. You could potentially change those to any
color you’d like. This will involve soldering and a bit tedious in nature. It’s your toy now, but
please take your time.
– The apron fit is very tight and does fit. Make sure you assemble in the manner described
above. Don’t overtighten anything, ever. There is nothing to be gained and everything to lose if
you strip a thread or break a screw.
About the strobe controller
– I will provide the part #’s (links) for the components used below in the event you want to have a
spare of anything. This might be helpful if a bulb were to break or the controller were to fail. It is
highly unlikely however, and will take someone with electrical knowledge, the ability to crimp
micro connectors, along with soldering skills to recreate this module. It is with this fact that I am
not providing a wiring schematic on how these were assembled. Someone that wants to
attempt this will easily be able to draw the circuit and recreate. Those that can’t need to take
these pieces/ parts to someone that can. This is said with the utmost respect to everyone who
owns this (or any) pinball machine. Some like to simply play it, some like to tinker, and some
even enjoy diving deeper.
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About the motion tracker mod
–

–

–

–

This is the creation of Andrew Batsch. He can support
you on any aspect/ question you may have regarding his
cool toy – andrew.batsch@gmail.com
Nevertheless here some information. The Motion tracker
power connection can be different on the led pcb where
we take power. Heighway Pinball or Pinball brother
changed it.
There seems to be two types of led pcb that we are
connecting to, so check which version you have in the
pictures shown below.
Currently the Motion tracker is wired for version 1.

Fig. 23: Motion tracker mod

●
–
–

Check your version and connect as shown below.
Pin 1 is always Red
Pin 2 is always Black

Note
If you have version 2 pcb then you need to swap the wires over. Its all protected so don’t worry,
nobody can't damage them if they do.

–

Connection for pcb version 1 is always wired correctly.
Connect here

Fig. 24: PCB version 1

–

Should you have version 2 power then the black and red
wires would need to be swapped over in the connector.

Connect here

Fig. 25: PCB version 2
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–

The shooter switch is also important. Check the
connections are the same as below.

Fig. 26: Connection shooter lane switch

Finally, your best source of support is me.
To contact me for problems, errors or comments,
– send an email to: markg@umcsinc.com
– send a personal message at Pinside to: MK6PIN
A lot of time and care went into these, they are well built, and I truly hope you enjoy this addition to
your machine!!!!...mark
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6 Parts
Description

Source

Strobe controller with 4 strobes

https://www.aliexpress.com/snapshot/0.html?spm=a
2g0s.9042647.0.0.43d64c4dflyYL0&orderId=812161
1716637247&productId=1616816897

These will all have to be cut and molex connector installed.
DC 12V Infinite Cycle Delay Timing Timer Relay ON OFF Switch Loop Module Time
(custom wired)
Low Signal Relays - PCB 2 Form C 1A 30VDC 12VDC
(custom wired)

https://www.ebay.com/itm/DC-12V-Infinite-CycleDelay-Timing-Timer-Relay-ON-OFF-Switch-LoopModule-Time/112308185789
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/panasonic/tx
s2sa12vz/?qs=YINDDaGsG3GPz4c8VWqyXg%3D%3D&
countrycode=US&currencycode=USD

Tab. 4: Parts
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Thanks to all that helped on this venture, but most importantly you!!! Without your support and
willingness to come along for this journey, I could not have secured the talent needed to create this
custom build:
–
–
–

–
–

Lior /Art of Illusion Pinball – Medallion. Not much else to say except so grateful he was willing
to come aboard and bring his magic to this project.
Kneissl (Pinside name) – Controller build and design help. Many threads and head scratching
to get this thing behaving correctly.
Erie Rome /Design Engineering, and his amazing team at Farris Group – A literally worldrenowned fabrication company .The genius behind making my vision of the apron become a
reality. He endured many headaches caused by me as we went through the smallest of things.
Averell (Pinside name) – Creator of this amazing installation instructions (making sense of all
my crazy docs and pics). An early adopter of this apron. A true Alien fanatic.
Marti @ Signoroma Inc. – The inspiration and creation of the acrylics.
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